
Congratulations on your tournee in Russia.  Did they like your music ? Which gig from the tour was 

memorable? 

Thank you. Yes, we got a great response from the russian crowd! Lots of epic headbanging and 

screaming from the hordes. All of the gigs were in their own way memorable. But the gig in Kazan at 

Amnesia was absolut the best! The venue was packed to the brim and the crowd went totaly mental. 

Stage diving, moshpits, beer drinking and complete mayhem. 

You had an extraordinary chance to play with Enslaved, and I believe it was a great honor to meet 

them. Did they comment on your music?  

It was such a great experience to play with Enslaved. One of the pioneers in the Black Viking Metal 

genre. They thanked us for a great show and then we drank a whole lot of alcohol together! 

Let us talk about the album itself. In free translation, the title is “each death leads to a new life”, 

and I am curious what is for you the new life? Is the album a brand new style of Uburen? 

It's a referance to the creation saga of the Norse Mythology. Also it's a kind of a new start for us. 

With this album we built a music studio at Ask's home, and did all the recordings ourselves. 

Evererything is done without outside interference effecting our sound and compromising our 

thougths. Even the music videos is made entirely by us. 

What should I see in the cover of your second album?  

its supposed to be symbolize the state of our cultural heritage and our way of life. clinging on to life 

in a dying land 

Was recording the album a long way? Did you publish all the recorded material, if you are left with 

some unpublished songs, will you release them as an EP?  

Yes, it was a long way. First of all building the studio. Then learning how to do things, aswell as 

writing the music and lyrics. Yes, we still have some "leftovers" from the recording.  As we werent 

completly satisfied with all of it so we decided to keep working on them.  

Not only is  Fra Doden Fodes Liv heavy, but also melodic and go-getting, or at least catchy. Still, 

Draguen and Nokken must sound brutally.  

We have alot of variation in our songs due to the content in the lyrics. not all  the lyrics are suitable 

for melodies such as Draugen and Nøkken.  For example Nøkken is  roughly about drowning so 

therefore it sounds abit sullen  

Do you like the way your album is produced? Tastes differ, and I think that some fragments are too 

lound.  

We are satisfied with the album as this was the first time we tried to record ANYTHING ourselves. we 

appreciate all the feedback we can get on our sound as we will work to improve for the next album. 

You recorded two videos, and I admit they match your music perfectly. Tell me about the concept 

and shooting of the videos. Do you plan to record some more?  



The music videos are very different in the manner of concept. Som var was all shot in 1 day and was 

not ment to be a traditional music video and more metaphorical visualization. While in I Become we 

wanted to a traditional video with the Occult viking theme also containing portayal of the lyrics. we 

dont have any plans to record other videos for this album, but are working on editing a live clip video 

as we more of a live band than a studio band. 

More and more bands record multilingual albums. Do you plan to record an album with non-

English lyrics?  

We will probably never do an all Norwegian album or an all English album. sometimes the lyrics are 

better suited in a certain language and would lose too much of its meaning in translation. 

The last question, tell me about your plans for 2017, also, is there any chance to see your gig in 

Poland?  

For 2017 we will work on our new material and maybe record a few songs. we are working on some 

concert plans, but do not wish to reveal anything before its certain. We are just waiting for someone 

to invite us back to Poland for a concert or 2. we have lots of great memories from there and many 

friends we would like to meet again for a beer. 


